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Chairman’s Report – Lewis Nunn 

A year like no other … and what unprecedented times we have encountered, with sadly many lives lost.  
As I write this report, we are thankfully seeing lockdown measures reduced, with the promise of 
returning to the playing fields, hopefully in the not too distant future. 
 
Lockdown has highlighted several factors, none more so as to the phrase “home is where the heart is …” 
and, albeit having had little choice but to find alternative facilities away from WSC, in South Warrington 
Sports Club we are lucky to have a home to develop and promote for the benefit of all. 
 
WRUFC finds itself in a position of financial stability, thanks to our ever growing, loyal membership and 
the practical steps taken. Whilst having little choice but to find new playing facilities, the move to SWSC 
has had the material benefit of allowing a 60% reduction in Senior subscriptions which, it is hoped, will 
aid in both player recruitment and retention.  In addition, players who have progressed through the M+J 
conveyor belt will now benefit from “free rugby” until they are in full time employment, so encouraging 
the retention and progression of this talented group. M+J’s subscriptions will also be reduced to 
encourage further growth to the player-base and overall club. 
 
The “eagle eyed” will have noted our involvement in a parliamentary debate with the outcome of a £10k 
discretionary grant being received by SWSC to help cover the impact of COVID on running costs and lost 
revenues.  This, coupled with a £3k Lancashire RFU grant, has ensured facilities remain in good order. 
Further funding has also been secured via Sport England, The Football Association and Warrington 
Borough Council. The South Warrington MP, Andy Carter, recognising the significant number of children 
using the SWSC facility, has been extremely supportive of our funding applications and this, and wider 
support, bodes well for future assistance in developing Bridge Lane and in helping solve our flooding 
issues at Stockton Lane. 
 
Following RFU recommendations and guidance around best practice governance we will also be 
changing the status of the club from being an unincorporated club to being incorporated (i.e. a limited 
lability company - limited by guarantee).  The change will not have any material impact on the field or 
generally in terms of our membership.  However, it will have two key benefits: firstly, it will safeguard 
members and the ever-growing army of volunteers from the risk of any personal liability and, secondly, 
it will facilitate further investment and support from governing bodies where incorporated status can be 
a pre-condition to such funding.  It is envisaged that this switchover will be concluded on or around the 
start of the new season. 
 
Bridge Lane saw the return of competitive junior matches, and was heavily utilised for training given its 
excellent drainage system. Work on the redevelopment stalled somewhat from March, but remains high 
on our priority list.  Given additional RFU support, and significant donations and pledges, we plan to 
bring the facility back in to regular use and to back to its former glories. The works have been welcomed 
by the local community, and endorsed by our Parish council. 
 
Following the premature end to the playing season, several teams had unfinished business … sadly our 
first team found themselves relegated.  On a positive note our ever youthful second team, with several 
returning former MJs, more than held their own in a very competitive league.  Junior and Senior Colts 
were both crowned champions, with Mini and Junior representation at county level was at higher rates 
than, I believe, any other Northwest club.  All of this is testament to our fantastic coaching set-up.  
Lancashire U18s were crowned county champions and Roma Zheng selected for England counties. 
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After nine years as head coach, Andy Roberts sadly stood down from his position along with John 
Callander.  Andy and John have been fundamental in the growth of rugby at Warrington, for which we 
owe them both a huge debt of gratitude. We wish them both well for their future endeavours. 
 
Stuart Beeley takes over as Director of Rugby, with a new coaching team, tasked with continuing the 
growth of rugby. Having personally known Stuart for over ten years and witnessed first-hand the 
excellent results he has had with his Junior / Colts team over the years, I am very confident that exciting 
times are ahead. 
 
A few thank yous … to the WRUFC Committee as a whole for the shared vision and positivity / “the can 
do approach” - Chris Sterling and Dan Morgan for such valuable assistance and hard work in getting the 
SWSC show on the road - Fiona Kellet for all her time and dedication with player welfare - the vast 
number of people who put time in behind the scenes to make things happen - and lastly Warren 
Whalley and the Woolston Rovers Committee for assisting in our hour of need. 
  
I look forward to the 2020/21 season, and welcoming you all at SWSC. 
 
Lewis Nunn 
WRUFC Chairman – June 2020 
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Senior Rugby Report 
 

It’s all Change… 

Head coach Andy Roberts has decided to stand down from his role after 7 years, previously to that as a 

player for 2 years.  To quote Andy “I am immensely proud of what we have achieved on the pitch during 

this time, competing in an extremely competitive semi-professional League and becoming a well-

respected and formidable team, full of lads that give everything despite the difficulties they face. This 

season’s disappointing end will not dampen my memories of what we have achieved and I will forever 

believe that we would have avoided the drop had we been in a position to complete the season. 

Developing a playing squad that consists of a full range of employments and life commitments has never 

been an easy task but yet we have developed a culture built on endeavour, enjoyment and camaraderie 

in a league where ‘rugby as a hobby’ is no longer the case. I am immensely proud of the squad we have 

built and the togetherness that has come with that and whilst some have understandably been lured 

away by the perks of playing senior rugby elsewhere, I know that I have done all I can to create an 

environment where players are made to feel ‘important’ and get the respect they deserve for putting 

their bodies on the line each week.” 

I would like to acknowledge the contribution and successes of Andy, John and Nigel have made over the 

last 9 seasons. The 1st team was unquestionably worthy of retaining its place at level 6 this past season, 

despite practically every obstacle possible being placed in your way, and had it not been for the onset of 

Coronavirus, we would in all likelihood have maintained our league status.  

To Fiona Kellett, who has supported the team in her capacity as physio a very big thank you. The players 

don't know how lucky they are to have somebody to look after them on match days. In my day it was 

the St Johns Ambulance and a cold sponge down the front of your shorts if you went down injured oh 

how times have changed. Injuries happen in many games but in my time as Hon. President one stands 

out, away at Broughton Park last season when one Park player suffered what could have proved a fatal 

injury but thanks to her cool head she took charge of the situation and ably assisted by a Park player 

who was a doctor they managed to help the player whilst waiting for an ambulance to arrive. How lucky 

the Club are to have had somebody with her commitment. 

Geoff Perks 
(Hon. President) 
 

Going forward… 

After a successful period of nine years under the guidance of Andy Roberts and John Callander, the 

Warrington RUFC Senior squad will have a new coaching team at the helm for the 2020-21 season: 

Stuart Beeley will become Head Coach; Conrad Morris, who has also had a long association with the 

club, has agreed to assist; Josh Riley will act as 1st Team Manager and also assist with coaching and, of 

course, Josh Downes will continue as club captain. This core coaching group will be added to in due 

course with coaches from the town’s Rugby League fraternity wishing to develop their CV and several 

names have been mooted as 2nd team coaches. Inevitably, however, it will be one Senior squad vying 

for places rather than separate 1st and 2nd team entities. 
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Stuart remarks, “I genuinely cannot wait to have a proper sit down, face-to-face meeting with the 

players to discuss goals, set parameters, establish expectations of each other and just become familiar. 

Whether it be my sporting or professional life, I am big into culture and values; without these in place, 

everything else is built on sand. We will discuss what they want this to look like and I will share my own 

thoughts. I have high expectations of both myself and everyone I work with. We will enjoy ourselves and 

have fun in the process but, personally, I’ve never enjoyed losing at anything and it is not my intention 

to start now.” 

The players are pounding the streets of Warrington, hitting the gym, consuming in moderation during 

lockdown and simply chomping at the bit to get started.  So watch this space … it’s going to be one 

helluva season at WRUFC! 
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Mini and Junior Rugby Report – Andy Kellett 

Our teams at Warrington, brilliantly coached and motivated by our talented Mini & Junior Coaches, are 
widely seen as one of the best junior Rugby set ups in the North West.  
 
Limited by our playing resources, we undoubtedly make the most of what we have and during these 
very challenging times have stayed in touch and look forward to the new season. The future is very 
bright and promises much.  
 
We are one of the few clubs in the North West to have 2 Colts teams and for the first time in our history 
have teams at every age group.  
 
We start right from Under 6s (Micros):’This season Micros has had 16 players learning the basics of 
rugby and being introduced into the family that is Warrington RUFC. We have been lucky that we 
have utilised the new clubhouse so have managed to continue training even when the weather got 
bad! Mind you these youngsters preferred to be outside in the wind, rain and mud! They have excelled 
in the values of rugby showing fantastic Teamwork, Respect, Enjoyment, Discipline and 
Sportsmanship at every session’. Lucy Blacksell (Coach) 
 
A great thanks to our amazing parents and Executive committee.  
 
None of this could happen with our brilliant, committed coaches who have shown superb skill and 
determination in the development of their own coaching abilities and their respective teams. Your 
children owe them an enormous debt of gratitude; both in looking to develop the full repertoire of 
rugby skills on the pitch, but more importantly creating a culture to encourage the right 
attitude/mindset to produce polite, happy and emotionally intelligent kids.       
  
I enclose some reports highlighting our very successful Junior Team underlining the quality of our 
coaches and their teams and the care and dedication which is in my opinion unparalleled.   
 

Under 18s (Senior Colts) 
 
The Senior Colts won the A league of 5 leagues in some style 
finishing off in fine style 13 years hard and extremely successful 
work. I think the comments below reflect the success and challenges 
facing young people at the moment and why WRUFC is so 
important:  
 
Stu Beeley (Head Coach from under 7s to Under 18s): 
Those of you who were due to do exams this summer, go to a 
prom, enjoy that long summer break, go on the ‘lads’ holiday will 
no doubt be as devastated as my students at school - amongst all 
the tears and upset, the overwhelming feeling seems to be one of 
feeling ‘cheated’ - no chance to prove their worth in the summer 
exams and to achieve validation. Anyway, I have reassured them 
that they will get their just deserts and end up at their 
destinations of choice in. September and I’m sure you guys will be 
the same with your schools / colleges fighting your corner. 
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On a sporting note, we’ll that’s it ... we’re done! 13 years for some of you with grumpy old Beeley as 
coach for 11 of them (well, obviously not quite 11 now). Shame we didn’t do the double treble but 
we all know we would have done. We have enjoyed a huge amount of success both collectively and 
individually and became the ‘benchmark’ team both within WRUFC and for other clubs. And that’s 
both on and off the field; your conduct has been exemplary and you are true role-models to younger 
players at the club, in fact young people everywhere. 
 
Gutted we couldn’t finish the season and have a big do to celebrate our time together as we had 
planned in May. We will do something at some point. Anyway, the sport of rugby is a beautiful 
thing; the values it instils and the life skills and personal attributes it cultivates create fine young 
men and women like you guys. Most importantly it makes us all friends for life!  
 
Response from a Dad (anon): 
“My son has played many sports, but his one love was Warrington RUFC, and you. 
Mr grumpy, who they all wanted to play for.  Let’s face it, you were blessed with the kids you 
inherited, but you turned them in to a team, they never give up, they fight to the last, they fight for 
each other. Whether you're in the A division or the E division, that is gold. 
 
You have given my family and my parents some of the most fabulous memories.  
My son is a diamond, a beautiful young man, and a lot of it is down to you my friend, thank you.  
I have met so many wonderful people with WRUFC, so let’s not leave touch. We have always been a 
family.  Proud to call you a friend, I will miss the pints after training.” 
 
Roma Zheng (Sale Academy U18s) was selected for the England (Counties) but was denied his 
opportunity due to the Virus. Congratulations to Roma and his lovely family.  
 

Under 17s (Junior Colts) 
 
A successful season for the Junior Colts who won the A League with a record of W10 and L1, with one 
game halved due to Covid-19. We also reached the final of the Lancashire Cup, which again was 
cancelled as pandemic stopped play. Our overall record was P18 w13 L5 - we mainly lost our friendlies... 
Notable victories included a league double over Stockport, whom we had not beaten since the minis and 
a last gasp victory against Heaton Moor in the semi-final of the Lancashire.  
 
Joe Taylor was top scorer with 16 tries and also top points scorer with 80. Joe Craven scored 12 tries and 
Josh Bedall nine. Will Uttley and Sam Wadsworth shared the kicking duties with 72 and 60 points 
respectively. Jack Hesketh was the only player to appear in every game, with 18 appearances, with Jacob 
Dailey on 17 and Rahul Morrison, Nicky Woodward and Louis Freeman all on 16. 
 
Archie Kellett and Joseph Craven were in the Sale U18 Academy squad, with Archie representing the 
U18s and Joseph the U17s. In addition, Joe Tayor and Sam Wadsworth were invited to join the Sale U17 
programme in the spring, with Sam also being selected for Cheshire U17s. 
 
Favourite quote of the season, after the second of our two wins over Chester (16-15 and then 14-7), 
both of which had involved their pack having most of the ball: Their Coach: "Not being funny or 
anything, but I don't know how you lot are top of the league. You only had two chances all game." 
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U16's 
 
17 games 
13 wins 
County reps: 8 
Sale academy: 6 
 
This year the team was a victim of its own success with 8 players selected for County, 6 players in Sale's 
academy and 6 players to the Warrington Wolves scholarship. This gave lots of opportunity to the team 
to regularly play without some of their star players and driven by Nathan Bass' captaincy it was a 
pleasure to see the lads step up. Victories against Stockport, Wilmslow and Chester with a weakened 
team (on paper at least) were particularly rewarding as we saw what strength in depth there is.  
 

With the u16's managing many players playing both codes of rugby, the start of each season is always a 
little slow with players managing the transition and so it proved again this year, losing the first 2 games 
of the Lancashire cup (not for the first time). Before Lockdown however, the team were back playing 
fantastic rugby together and we'd like to think we'd have put up a strong defence of the Cup for a 4th 
successive year.  
 

Under 15s  
 
After making it to the Lancs Cup semi-final as u14’s, the bar was set pretty high to improve.  Promotion 
to the division 1 provided a tougher fixture list, but the boys were keen to take on the challenge. 
The first round, back in September, was at home against Sefton, the Wire lads were firing on all cylinders 
and ran out impressive 30-0 winners (maximum winning margin in Cup games). 
 
In November we hosted Preston Grasshoppers, and after weathering a powerful forward onslaught, the 
Wire team gained the upper hand and superior backs play saw them triumph 32-5. 
 
The following week we travelled to Liverpool St Helens, who knocked us out in the semi last year, so there 
was a score to settle. Despite going 7-0 down after 5 minutes, Wire soon asserted their dominance in all 
aspects of play and ran out convincing 34-14 winners. 
 
In December we travelled to Leigh to take on last year’s Cup winners.  This was a tense game, with both 
defences proving hard to break down.  Leigh scored first, but Wire hit back to lead 12-5, which they held 
until Leigh scored to close the gap to 2 points with just under 10 minutes to play.  A long-range penalty 
from Sam Marshall with just over a minute remaining extended the lead to 15-10, and Wire held out a 
last attack from the hosts to seal a fantastic victory. 
 
Away trips to Liverpool Collegiate and Blackburn were casualties of the flooded pitches, and were deemed 
to have been drawn. 
 
After going unbeaten Wire were the division 1 champions and highest seed entering the knock-out stage.  
Rossendale were the visitors in the quarter final, and despite a sluggish start to the game, Wire ran out 
resounding winners 31-8. 
 
In the semi-final we were due to host Manchester (division 2 winners), with Leigh & Preston in the other 
semi. Whilst we will never know what would have happened, we are confident we would have been lifting 
the Cup to close the season if the pandemic hadn’t intervened. 
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  Team P W D L BP PF PA Diff Pts 

1 Warrington 6 4 2 0 0 111 29 82 24 

2 Leigh 6 4 0 2 1 130 85 45 22 

3 Preston GH 6 3 1 2 0 79 74 5 19 

4 Liv St Helens 6 2 2 2 1 97 70 27 17 

5 Liverpool Coll 6 1 2 3 2 39 67 -28 14 

6 Sefton 6 1 2 3 2 24 63 -39 14 

7 Blackburn 6 1 1 4 1 22 114 -92 12 

 
The success of the team didn’t go unnoticed by scouts and selectors, with the following notable 
achievements: 
Sale Sharks Academy – Ben Hartill, Sam Marshall & Harry Smithers 
Warrington Wolves Academy – Ben Hartill 
Wigan Warriors Academy – Harry Smithers 
Cheshire – (l to r) Harry Smithers, Ben Hartill, Stephen Antrobus, Adam Whalley & Josh Maskery 
 

 
 

Under 14s  
 
The Under 14’s had probably our best season, maybe not statistically but in the improvements in skills 
and maturity and the performances this produced. 
 
We played 16 games, 4 at home (one at each available pitch) and the remainder away. 
 
We got one hammering on a ‘bad day at the office’ whilst our other defeats were all by 10 points or less. 
 
We won 9 games including first time visits to Manchester, Heaton Moor and Wrexham, drew twice, we 
won our Lancs group undefeated and then lost our QF by a conversion with our kicker away with RL. 
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The U14’s have 21 registered players but with 3 only infrequently appearing, coupled with 11 of the 
squad playing RL for Latchford you can see the challenges faced, though we have built a good 
relationship with Latchford and have both endeavoured to help each other out for big games, indeed, 
we may have won our narrow defeats with a full team out. 
 
Our first-choice half backs pairing made it through the Sale selection process yet ironically the strength 
in the team lies in the forwards at the moment, we just need a few more backs. 
 
Speaking of players, we attracted one new asset and lost no one, this continuity is vital to our small 
squad, apart from CV19 we’ve toured every year since U8’s and had 20 players plus a similar number of 
parents signed up for Ireland showing how wide the commitment of players and supporters reaches. 
 
20/21 is an unknown quantity for us all but if we can retain the core squad, we have nothing and no one 
to fear! 
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Finance Report – Jon Uttley 

Twelve months is a long time in budgeting!  I am delighted to advise that WRUFC is still in the black in face of 
having to invest in alternative facilities following WSC facilities being withdrawn last October and the impact of 
COVID 19. 
  
Subs income was exceptionally strong from the M&J section.  In addition, a benefit of our unplanned move away 
from Warrington Sports Club is that we can now offer a competitive subs figure to our senior players which we 
are confident will serve to offer extra support to this critical section.   
  
We incurred two exceptional cost items this year which were unforeseen but unanimously supported by the 
Committee, notably our investment into the shared use of / running of Grappenhall Sports Club and the loan 
given to the new operating company (South Warrington Sports Club - jointly set-up, owned and controlled by 
Grappenhall Football Club and Rugby) to assist with its launch in December 2019.  After a lot of hard work GSC re-
opened and was fantastically well attended by ourselves and our new friends at Grappenhall Football Club, 
proving that the theoretical financial model was in fact correct and with good weather conditions and no 
pandemics (!), the new company has a healthy future. 
 
COVID 19 meant our season ended early and at this juncture rapid action was taken to trim our cost base, with 
some tough decisions having to be taken, but without which we would have not ended the season in the black.   
  
Whilst our bank balance is considerably lower than this time last year, it should be noted that without the 
exceptional items mentioned we would have made a surplus, and we believe this allows us to be confident going 
forwards as we look to commit funds, resources, sponsorship and generous donations to renovate and modernise 
Bridge Lane playing fields. 
  
Following our need to relocate in Grappenhall we are able to reduce subs for all except Micros for the coming 
season.  As mentioned above, our seniors will see a deserved reduction of 60%, which we firmly believe is the 
right thing to do in the current climate.  In addition, the Committee unanimously agreed to waive senior subs until 
the age of 21 for any player who has spent 3 or more paying seasons in the M&J section. 
 
Finally, a note of thanks must be given to the following: 
 
Ground Level Services who have carried out so much work at Bridge Lane and Grappenhall Sports Club either free 
of charge or on an interest free loan basis.  This in-kind generosity is well, well into 5 figures.  
 
A very generous parent, who wishes to remain anonymous, who has purchased an industrial oven at considerable 
personal cost, for WRUFC, drove the length of the country to pick it up with this now being loaned by WRUFC to 
SWSC for use at the Club. 
 
Keith Dunn for all his fantastic work in managing ticket sales with proceeds going to WRUFC. 
 
Ian Cleminson for his generous donation. 
 
Lancashire RFU who provided a very quick pandemic grant to help cover costs.  
 
MADREFs and Rugby 365 who offered swift refunds once lockdown hit. 
 
All our team sponsors who generously allowed the purchase of new kit and equipment. 
 

And anyone else I have forgotten 😊 
  
Jon Uttley, WRUFC Treasurer, June 2020 
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WRUFC Final Year End accounts to June 2020

MONTH 6th-5th THIS YEAR

REVISED 

BUDGET TY LAST YEAR

DRAFT BUDGET 

2020-2021

INCOME

Snr subs 4,407.75£      6,000.00£       6,090.90£    4,000.00£       

M&J Subs 34,452.50£    32,000.00£     20,128.50£ 28,610.40£     

Sponsors, *fundraising & other 4,715.89£      11,500.00£     

Donations 725.00£          500.00£           

Gate 1,200.29£      1,500.00£       3,811.63£    3,000.00£       

Miscellaneous 6,956.78£      2,000.00£       5,181.42£    2,000.00£       

Raw Total 52,458.21£    47,000.00£     68,305.46£ 49,610.40£     

EXPENDITURE

WSC (subs) 1,977.00£      2,000.00£       1,221.00£    8,000.00£       

WSC (M&J and seniors food) 870.18£          900.00£          10,518.74£ 11,000.00£     

Match food 539.58£          4,000.00£       N/A 4,000.00£       

Entertainment 300.00£          -£                 8,033.51£    500.00£           

Contract payments 9,000.00£      12,000.00£     12,000.00£ 3,000.00£       

Travel 1,563.97£      1,500.00£       1,693.94£    2,400.00£       

Pitch hire & running costs 5,945.36£      10,000.00£     4,301.69£    7,000.00£       

Kit & equipment (inc Physio) 6,541.55£      6,500.00£       5,025.46£    4,000.00£       

League, comp fees (incl club affi l iation) 845.00£          750.00£          775.00£       750.00£           

Laundry 1,356.93£      2,000.00£       1,851.85£    1,800.00£       

Referee Fees 779.00£          700.00£          705.00£       800.00£           

Presentation Night -£                700.00£          692.57£       750.00£           

Post & Administration 316.00£          500.00£          1,401.22£    500.00£           

Web Site & marketing -£                -£                 -£              -£                 

Coaching Courses & refreshers 230.00£          2,000.00£       340.70£       1,500.00£       

HMRC & VAT 389.95£          2,000.00£       2,089.17£    1,000.00£       

Sundry 45,425.56£    31,000.00£     1,087.70£    2,000.00£       

Raw Total 76,080.08£    76,550.00£     51,737.55£ 49,000.00£     

Ringfenced funds

U11 134.80£          

U9 150.20£          

U8 303.21£          

U7 939.71£          

Tour 19,552.30£    

Total 21,080.22£    

Bank c/f 27,957.85£    

Ringfenced funds c/f 1,427.28£      

Total income 52,458.21£    

Total expenditure 76,080.08£    

Loss/surplus 23,621.87-£    

Bank 4,335.98£      

Ringfenced funds 21,080.22£    

Reserve account (Lloyds) 20,070.53£    

*Fundraising

Tickets 1,500.00£      

Website/pitch ads 2,000.00£      

Kit sponsors 5,000.00£      

Friends/past players/Sportsmans 3,000.00£      

11,500.00£   

5,500.00£       33,093.01£ 
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Current WRUFC Committee  

 

1 These are the Executive Officers of the club. 

2These roles do not have voting rights at Management Committee 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Position Post Holder

President Geoff Perks

Senior Vice President Vacant

Chairman
1 Lewis Nunn

Vice Chairman

Treasurer
1 Jon Uttley

Secretary
1 Nick Stafford

Assistant Secretary

Executive Member
1 Kevin Jones

Executive Member
1 Stuart Beeley

Marketing & Fund Raising Manager Dom Hastings

Coaching Co-ordinator Nick Stafford

Minis and Juniors Chair Andy Kellett

Academy Manager Vacant

Membership Secretary (Senior) Vacant

Fixtures Secretary (Mini & Junior) Dom Hastings

House Manager Vacant

Grounds Manager Dom Hastings

Social Secretary Dan Morgan

General Member
2 Josh Riley

General Member
2 Vacant

Volunteer Co-ordinator Lucy Blacksell

Welfare & Safeguarding Officer 
2 Nick Stafford
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Warrington RUFC 2020-2021 Committee Nominations Board

This board will be taken down shortly prior to the AGM

Position Nominee Proposer Seconder

Geoff Perks Lewis Nunn Andy Kellet

Lewis Nunn Geoff Perks Andy Kellett

Jon Uttley Lucy Blacksell Lewis Nunn

Lucy Blacksell Lewis Nunn Andy Kellett

Nick Stafford Lewis Nunn Josh Riley

Dave Evans Lucy Blacksell Dom Hastings

(External Indepandant)

Dave Harthill (Joint) Dom Hastings Lewis Nunn

Dom Hastings (Joint) Nick Stafford Lucy Blacksell

Nick Stafford Dom Hastings Lucy Blacksell

Andy Kellett Lewis Nunn Jon Uttley

Dom Hastings Lucy Blacksell Nick Stafford

(Assisted by Richard Park)

Chris Jackson Lewis Nunn Geoff Perks

Richard Fleetwood Lewis Nunn Jon Uttley

Matt Rockey Lucy Blacksell Dom Hastings

* New roles
To add a nominee to the list please email secretary@warringtonrufc.co.uk 

 President

General Member
2

General Member
2

Volunteer Co-ordinator

Welfare & Safeguarding 

Officer 
2

Minis and Juniors Chair

Senior Vice President

Chairman
1

Treasurer
1

Secretary
1

Executive Member
1

Executive Member
1

Marketing & Sponsorship 

Manager

Coaching Co-ordinator

Membership Secretary

Fixtures Secretary

Grounds & House 

Manager

Social Secretary

Please note all nominees, proposers, and seconders need to be members of Warrington RUFC to be eligible to stand for Committee posts.

Assistant Secretary*

Assistant Treasurer*

Committee Nominations for Season 2020-21 
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